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may be clarified by a hypothetical example of a contract
governed by German law.
A German shipowner, by a contract made in Hamburg, agrees with
a German merchant to carry a cargo of jute in a German ship from
Calcutta to Barcelona at a freight fixed in marks but payable in
Barcelona. At the time when payment falls due the Spanish Govern-
ment has issued a decree ordaining that freight on jute shall not exceed
a sum which is considerably lower than the contractual rate.
If an action is brought in England to recover freight at the
contractual rate, will it be a decisive argument against the claim
that payment of the agreed amount has been rendered illegal
by Spanish law? The argument is unacceptable, for the extent
to which the rights and obligations of the parties are affected
by the Spanish decree is a matter within the exclusive control
of German law qua the proper law of the contract. English law,
as being merely the lexfori> has no right to determine this ques-
tion. The effect of illegality varies greatly in different legal
systems,1 and there is no justification for imposing a particular
rule of English domestic law on foreign contractors merely
because the action is brought in England. According to one
writer, for instance, German law would probably allow recovery
of the agreed sum in the case of our hypothetical contract, since
it would take the view that owing to the supervening Spanish
legislation the place of payment was no longer Barcelona, but
Hamburg.2 Again, different legal systems have different views
as to what constitutes the place of performance. If, for instance,
by a contract subject to French law, the defendant resident
in France agrees to pay money to the plaintiff resident in
Switzerland, the place of performance is Switzerland according
to English and Swiss law, but France according to French law.3
If the payment were later made illegal by Swiss law, would the
court be furthering the ends of justice by disregarding the
French view?
The proposition that a contract which is illegal at the place no <Jeci«T«
of performance is necessarily unenforceable' in England is not J^t nty
supported by the actual decisions generally cited in its favour.4 mega%by
Some of them merely apply the principle that a contract, sub- ^£* j.
ject to a foreign law, is not enforceable if it offends the English necessarily
doctrine of public policy.5 Others, including Ratti v. Companiafatal
1 Wolff, op. cit, p. 44.5.	2 Dr. Mann, 18 B.T.B.LL. 111.
* Wolff, op. cit, p. 135.	4 18 B.T.BJ.L. 109.
s Foster v. I>risa>tt> [1929] 11LB. 470.

